
Handguard Fitting Instructions (MPW-SVG-0178-02) 

 

1, Remove the bolt that holds the existing Bar-End into the handlebars (careful not to drop the bar 

end, and leave in position). Only do one side for now. 

2, Pass the removed bolt through the supplied Large Stepped Washer, then seat the Stepped Washer 

into the end opening on the Handguard, which should be a perfect fit. 

3, You can now offer this back up the Handlebar and screw the bolt back into the Bar-End. Snug fit 

the bolt so the Handguard stays roughly in the desired position, but loose enough to make small 

adjustments if required. 

4, Next remove the mirror on the same side of the handlebar. (see tip below) 

5, With the mirror removed you will see 1 of the 2 supplied Plastic Support Arms sits in the mirrors 

fixing position and also lines up roughly to meet the Handguards 2nd fixing point. Use this Support 

Arm, and place the other for use with the second Handguard. 

6, Next pass the mirrors threaded end through the Plastic Support Arm and re-attach the mirror to 

the mount it was originally on, the tightened mirror holds this part of the bracket in place. Again, 

snug fit this for now so small adjustments can be made. 

7, Now with the supplied Bolt and Washer pass the bolt through the handguard and screw it into 

Plastic Arms fixing point. 

8, Now you have all 3 fixings in place you can adjust the handguard to your desired position and 

properly/fully tighten. 

9, Repeat the process 1-8 for the other Handguard. 

10, Now go for a much deserved ride 

 

Top Tips 

1, On some models of bike, the Right Hand Mirror sometimes has a Reverse thread fixing (in case of 

impact it loosens rather than tightening or breaking off). You may be able to spot this if any of the 

thread is exposed. 

This means that you turn the fixing clockwise to loosen if this is the case. 

2, On some occasions you may need to adjust the brake or clutch lever position or re-route cables 

along the handlebar to avoid clashing with the Handguard. 

3, As mentioned above its best not to fully tighten any fixings until all of them are in place and the 

handguard is correctly positioned. 

4, Remember you can always use the photos on the MPW website for reference with these 

instructions. 

 


